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MAGNETIC RECORDE.R FOR NUC.LEAR PULSE 
APPLICATION 

I. IN.TRODUC TION 

. Direct recording, of nuclear pulse height d4.ta on magnetic tape 

represents an inexpensive method o£ data storage where some degradation 

of the original energy resolution can be tolerated. The storage techniq~e 

appears especially useful for low level counting, experiments and, for ex-

perirnents where two complex spectra ;;tre to be recorded simulta11.eously 

for later coincidence analysis. It is necessary to stretch. the pulses, from a 

scintillation counter in order to be compati'ble with the approximate 15· kilo

cycle bandwidth availa'ble from conventional tape recorders operating: at 

7. 5· inches per second tape speed. 

During. the recording and playback.process an instrumental 

line width of approximately three percent .is introduced for· large pulses and 

. reduces the resolution of the original data. I11.homogeneity in magnetic 

tape m;;tterials and vari;;ttions in instantaneous tape speed and tape to. head 

contact effects apparently cause this line width, and one of the objectives 

of this program. is to determine the nature of the spread and. to determine 

_the best resolution that can. be achieved with moderate cost equipment 

operated by unskilled or semi-skilled personneL 

The characteristics of various brands of commercial tape .are 

being investigated and a waveform analysis is. being performed in an attempt 

to d.etermine the· most favorable frequency range for available tapes. U'se of 

the magnetic modulator head is being investigated to minimize variations due 

to short term tape speed. variations. 
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U. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

A. Velocity-Sensitive Playback 

Conventional playback in magnetic recording sen~es the rate of change 

of flux from,. the moving, tape so .that the output .is affected. by tape velocity. 

It is in order to consider the characteristics of such a system to determine 

.its respon$e to pulse waveforms. Figure 1 shows the unequalized playback 

. response characteristics of a conventional playback head for a. constant cur-

rent recorded signal. At low frequencies, the output rises linearly with 

. frequer{cy, normally described as a 6 db/ octave rise. As the frequency 

continues. to increase, the rate of rise begins to decrease due to. hysteresis 

and eddy current losses in the head. As the frequency further increases, the 

slope of the curve reverses and the output decreases with frequency. The 

decrease is the result of head to tape contact and wavelength effects in the 

gap. At the frequency where the wavelength is exactly equal to the gap length, 

the outputtheoretically goes to zero. 

Several disadvantages of using such a system c;tre apparent. Varia-

tions. in tape speed are reflected as changes in frequency, so that the 

amplitude can e.ither increa~e or decrease depending .on the direction of 

speed change and whether the frequency is on the rising or falling portion 

. of the curve. If equalization is .introdu<;:ed which has the inver$e c;:haracteris-

tic of .the playback. curve, reasonc;tbly flat response can be achieved, typical 

values within 2 db from 40 to 12, 000 cps. Signal to noise ratio and fre-

quency response are dependent parameters since wider bandwidth-implies 

. higher noise level. From. the required equali:z;ed. curve, shown in Fig. 1, 

it can. be seen that much higher gain is required at low frequencies, so that 

noise and 60. cps pick-up. become a problem. Signal to noise ratios of 
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approximately 55 db (voltage ratio of 560) can be achieved for the quoted 

. frequency response us.ing half track heads at 7. 5 inch/ sec tape speed. 

B. Flux-Responsive Playback 

The flux':"'responsive head senses the flux rather than.the rate of 

change of flux, so that instead of the 6 db/ octave rising. characteristic of .the 

velocity/ head, the modulator head shows flat response from very low fre-

quencies. Figure 2 shows the typical unequalized. response of a modulator 

head. operating at a tape speed of 3. 75· inches per second. At higher fre

quencies, the output falls off because of head to tape separation and. wavelength 

considerations in the gap. In order to extend . .the range of flat response, 

equali~ation can be included. as shown in. the figure. The effects which cause 

the decrease in output at high freq~encies are the same for the normal play-

-back head and the modulator head, the principal advantage of the modulator 

head being that it has flat low frequency responce almost to d-e. 

C. Tape Characteristics 

Baumgardner(!) has investigated the uniformity of output of several 

brands of instrumentation tape using. a tape transport mechanism in which 

variations in speed and head to tape contact have. bee:n minimized. He re-

cords a constant .level audio freq~ency sine wave on the tape, and on playback 

. measures the peak amplitude of the signal and records it on a. strip chart 

recorder. The record shows periodic. variations in output, the. variation 

rate being less than one cyc.le per second. The rate and amplitude of varia

tion differ in rolls of tape from a given manufact~rer and between those of 

different .manufacturers. Direct correlation exists between. the amplitude 

.(l)J. Baumgardner, Rev. ScL lnst .. 30, 134.(1959). 
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·of this variation and the instr\imentalline width which is observed_ when con-

stant amplitude pu~ses are recorded. The method presents a convenient way 

of determining_.the influence of tape quality on resolution. 

The periodic. variation is due to variations in .the thickness of the 

magnetic coating. Variations in. thickness are present in .. the base 

material, and when the magnetic coating is applied, a constant thickness of 

base material plus magnetic coating is normally achieved. As a result, 

variations in magnetic. coating _thickness are present due to. the original 

variations in. base material thickness. 

D. Frequency Response Considerations 

At frequencies in which the recorded wavelength is long compared 

to the thickness of the magnetic coating, the output signal is. very much de-

pendent on the thickness of the coating. As the frequency is increased, a 

point is reached where the output becomes .independent of tape thickness. 

However, at high frequencies, loss in output due to head.to tape separations 

. become important. 

Wallace (Z) has shown .. that the output of an idealized rep·roducing 

head has the form 

e = A(l - e -2iT t/" ) e 
-21T d/'A 

COS(..() t 

where A = constant 

t = magnetic coating thickness 

A = recorded wavelength 

d = effective spacing between. the head and. tape surface. 

(Z)R. L. Wallace, Bell System Tech. Journal, 30, 1145 (1951). 
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-2Trt/'A The expression (1 - e ) represen~s the dependence of ou.tpu.t on -tape 

thickness. For example, at a frequency where t =A , the .term has a value 

of 0. 998 so that the output is not appreciably ~ffected by tape thickness. For 

a tape speed qf 7. 5· inches per second. and a magnetic. coating thickness of one 

mil, t. = ~ corresponds t~ a frequency of 7. 5 KCS. 

-21T d/').. 
The term e represents ·the. loss in output due to. effective 

head to tape separation. The magnetic. coating is made up. of iron oxide parti-

cles in the micron range (40 microinches) held. together with a suitable binder. 

This su.rface .is far. from being smooth, and the roughness represents the. ef-

fective spacing, d. A value of 60 microinche s· is. nominal for d, and. for 

" = 1 mil, the exponential.term has a. value of 0. 68. The effective spacing 

is. continuously. <;:hanging and. can represent a. variation in ou.tpu.t. The im-

portance of maintaining good, he.ad to. tape contaCt is also indicated. by this . . 

expression, since poor contact seriously restricts high frequ.ency response . 

. E. Resolution.Effects on Scintillation Counter Spectra 

The instr.u.m.ental line width- i:o.herent in the recording process is 

smallest for large pulses and increases for decreasing pulse heights. .A 

theoretical cu.rve for a velocity sens.itiye playback head is shown. in Fig. 3. 

It is reasonable to expect this since the electronic and mechanically induced 

noise is constant. so that as the pulse height decreases, the signal to noise 

ratio dec-rea~es. A second. component of the noise is a magnetic modulat~on 

noise, which is proportional to the instantaneous vah1e of the recorded signal. 

It represents a. constant percentage spread in output pulse height. In ge:o.eral, 

the modulation effect is du.e to th~ non-un,iformity in size and distribution of 
~ 

magnetic p~rticle s on the tape. The two components are evid.ent in,the curve . 

of Fig. 3 and can be descr:ibed by an expression 
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where 

o/o spread 
.b 

= a + y-

a = constant, due to. modulation effects 

b = constant, due to electrical noise 

E = puhe. height, in units consistant with the 
val~e of b. 

Fo.r _the curve in the .. figu;re,. a. and, b. have values of .l. 0 and .. lSO, where E, has 

vah1P.s to 256. 

The energy resolution of a scintillation counter for monoenergetic 

. sources can. be described as 

6E = k[E' 

where L:::. E = width of line at half maxim1.Ull value 

. k constant, c:letermined 'Qy the detector 

·E = gamma. ray energy, in mev. 

The percentage resohttion,. or spread is then 

L'J.·. E = 
-:--y-

k JE" 
E 

k = 
TE 

Fqr the 0. 67 mev photo-peak of cesium..,l37, 7 percent is abo~t the. best. 

resolution which can be obtained with· a scintillation coun~er. 

It is of .interest to determine .the combined .. effect of the. resolution 

of the scintillation counter and. the instrumental line width of the recorc:ler. 

Both distributions are Gaussian so. that the total spread is rep+esented. by 

the square r.oot of .the sum of the squares of the two component parts. Fig. 4 

shows the. resolution of the scintillation counter· fork.= 0 . .574. me~112 . In ad~ 
dition, the tot~ spread is plotted. for the ca~e where the cesium photo-peak 

. occurs at the largest pulse shown on Fig. 3. It can be ~Seen. that at low energies 
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the spread is being increased. by as much as a. factor of two. 

F. Four.ier Analysis of Pulse Waveforms 

Jt .is. of .interest to examine the frequency spectrum pre~ent .in pulse 

waveforms .in order to 4etermine whether advantage can. be taken of some of 

.the magnetic. tape characteristics described. The analysis for fixed pulse 

widths and repetition. rates is fairly $traightforward, and several ca$es will 

be described. The case of random puhe rates for Q.efiped pulse. height distri-

_ butions is not at all straightforward and a later section of the report will 

suggest a method for_ experimentally 4etermining_ the distdb-~1tion. 

In the experimental work, it has been found that a pulse wielth of 

approximately 350. microseconds is required for good resolution c;Lt a. 7. 5 inch 

per second_ tape speed. 'Figure 5 shows the c;Lbsolute intensity of the funda-

mental and_ .the various_ harmonics for a_ rectangular pulse and half· sine wave 

pulse for a 60 cps repetition rc;~.te. As might be expected, the fundament~! 

and. low freq~ency harmonics have the large~t amplitudes,_ but components 

are present to, beyond.the frequency response of the recoreler. 

If the pulse repetition_ rate is increa~ed for a constant pulse wi4th, 

the shape of the curves shown_ remains_ .the same. but ~hifts towardhigher fre-

quencies. It. becomes apparent that even for pulse rates of 60 cps, an 

appreciable part of the .frequency spectrum occurs in a range whe.re the re

corder output is not independent of tape thickness. If it were possible to 

decrease. the pul_se width for a_ given repetition rate, .it would- also. be possible 

to shift the frequency spectrum to a_ higher region. However, there- appear 

to be basic .limitations in._the recording process which prevent this; and ... these 

effects. will be discussed later in the report. 
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·Ill. .. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Magnetic Tape Characteristics 

In order to determine the variation in output from different .tapes, 

sine waves we.re recorded at 2, 4,_ 8 andl2 KCS. and. the playback o~tput peak 

. recti{ied.andplottedon a strip chart recorder. The tapes ~re Minnesota 

MininglllA and 120, Ampex 1. 5 M~2, and Audiotape EP. The 120 is a so 

called high outp~t tape,_ andhas. a. thicker magnetic. coating. The Ampex. tape 

is the only instrument tape inclucied. 

:The-limits shown on. each curve .in Fig. 6 .represent.the percentage 

spread, i.e., the peak to peak. variation .in volts divided, by _the mean d-e val~e. 

For example,_ note for the JllA tape at 2 KCS, that a periodic. variation occ~rs 

every fo:ur seconds,, or once every 30 .inches for a .. tape speed of 7. 5-.inches 

per second. It will be noted. that the Ampex instrumentation. tape provides 

better results at all frequencies tested. However, at 12. KCS, the tape charac-

teristics. show less difference, The data. were obtained using a Magnacord 

PT~6AH, and. the peako~tput plotted on an EsterliiJ.e-Angus recorder. The 

curves on the. figure were traced. from-the chc;trt paper in. order to present the 

data in a more usable form. Note also from the curves that there .is no wide 

frequency region where the o~tput is free of fluctuations, While the output 

should become .ind..ependent of tape thickJ).ess at high freq~encies, losses d:ue 

to. effective head. to tape spacing mask.this. effect, 

B. Magnetic Modul~tor Playback 

As mentioned . .in.the last progress report, C.levite- Electronics .(Brush) 

agreed, to loan us a modulator head. for 90 days in ord..er to. d..etermine whether 

. one of the.ir standard modulator. heads would. be useful for this application. 

The_re was a. three week delay before we received. the head, and. initial testing 

of the. head showed_that there were shorted turns .in. the outp~t winding, so that 
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a very poor signal .to noise rq.tio was ob!)erved. The head .. was retur:p.ed to 

. Brush, c;~.nd has not been returned at the writing of this report. 

· Rather· than risk additional delq.y, an operating magnetic. modulator 

playback system was used .in order to obtain preliminary: data. The playback 

. head .. was a 3 ~hannel unit for o:p.e ~half inch wide tape, the actual track width 

.. be.ing, 50 mils. This is apprecia~ly: .less than. the normal 90 mil track width 

u!)ed for half track on. one-quarter inch tape. The difference makes it d,iffi-

cult to compare directly the results with those Qbtained with o_ther. heads of 

different track widths. However, the results show the ge:p.er.al ~tility of the 

m~thod. 

The modulato.r system used has a 100 KCS. exciter frequency, and 

as described. in .. the last report, the output coil is tuned to respond to the 

second harmonic at 200 KCS. The exc.ited. oscillator, 200 KCS .intermediate 

frequency amplifier strip and diode detector circuit are shown in Fig .. 7 and 

. 8. to .indicate .. the type of ~lectronics necessary for modulator playback. For 

u!)e .in pulse applications, the modulator system is adjusted so that .in. the ab-

sence of a signal on . .the tape, the zero point on .. the H-VZnd transfer curve is 

$elected so. that there .is no modulated. o~tput signaL Typical pulse waveforms 

are shown.in Fig. 9-A. The three pulses are the recorded pulse, the modulated 

. waveform from the lF strip and. the detected. waveform. 

The modulated waveform is somewhat longer .in time. than,.that due 

to the recorded pulse, and. it was £irst tho~ght that. this. was due to insufficient 

bandwidth in the playback system. However, the bandwiqth was meas~red and 

.. found .to be lO .. KCS, so .that the slow rising. pulse is not d~e- to bandwidth _re

· strictions. It appears that the effect is .inherent .in the record and playback 

process. It .is presumably due to the. fact that during recording,. magnetization 
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Fi1. 9-A 

Fig. 9-B 

Detected Pulse from Tape 
20 V/cm 100 fJ sec/em 

Modulated Pulse from Tape 
2 V/cm 100 fiBec/cm 

Input Pulse to Tape 
0. 2 V/cm 100 fJ sec/em 

Detected Pulse from Modulated Head 
20 VI em 100 fJ sec/ em 

Modulated Pulse from Head 
2 V/cm 100 tJBec/cm 
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of the tape i$ not completely restricted to the area of the head gap and that 

on playback •. the head actually senses the magnetization on .the tape before 
. . 

it reaches the gap . .In order to verify.this, .the :tape was removed fromthe 

machine and.a. ten.turn coil was positioned near .the gap of the playback head. 

The record pulse was applied. to. the coil and. outpt1t waveforms are shown 

. in Fig. 9-B .. It will be noted .. that the .rise and. decay times are much more 

rapid. From.this test, .it is concluded that the effect is in the basic .. record-

. ing :process. Efforts are presently directed toward minimizing. this effect, 

" although .it appears to be an inhe.rent limitation in. the recording method. 

F.igt~:r:e 10 sho~s the spread in pulse height versu·s pulse height for 

the modulator system tested, using a 256 chaniJ,el analyzer for the pulse 

analysis. With Ampex 1. 5M-2 .instrument tape, the resolution at.the largest 

pulse height .is approximately 2. 7o/o. The. curve shown is very closely repre-

· seiJ,ted by the expression 

% spread = 0. 95. + 
4~ 

whe.re 0. 95 is a. contribution due to modulation noise and· 
4i 0 

represents 

' 
the normal signal to noise cont~ibution .. The systein u.sed was. designed for 

a completely different application,. and" required on:ly a 40 clb signal to noise 

ratio. This accounts. for .the somewhat greater percentage spread at lower 

pulse height, bt1t does. not in any sense represent a.limitation of the system. 

The.Brush heads are of different design than.those.made here. at 

.the Foundation so. that the same. electronics cannot be used for bo_th. heads. 

The _principal electrical d.ifference is that the Brush.headhas many. more 

. turns in .its outp\,lt coil. Although. this results in higher output signals, 

capacity in .the winding restricts .the maximt~m.exciter.freqt~ency, so .that 

staggered tuning of the~lF stri:p must be used.to obtain .. the Il.ecessary 
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. bandwidth. The suggested exc_iter freq~ency is 12. 5·KCS. so that the tuned 

, circu,it amplifier· has a bandpass centered around 25 KCS. Modulator- heads 

. constru_cted. at.:the Foundation normally operi;i.te .at 100· KCS. exc.iter freqlJ,ency. 

It is much easier to get the required. bandwidth i;i.t this frequency, and .in 

general, higher .frequ.ency operations results in lower noi~e .levels. 

It is desiri;lble to u$e a. commercial head if poss_ible since the re-

sults. can be specif;ied for a readily availi;lble head. However, if r.esults are 

.restricted by the inherent characteristics of su<::h.heads, the use of ahead 

.. constructed_ here will be considered. Drawings can. be ma4e availi;lble,. and 

. any .recording head company could make them. One advantage of the. high 

outp~t of the Brush. head is . .that _it .is possible to- use it for. either. normal or 

moduli;ltor _playback, ~hich would perm,it a-_ better comparison. of the resolu

.. tion. o btaip.ed by the . two methods. 
. ' 

C. Normal Playback 

.It appears _that the work of Cavanagh and Boyce(
3

) used an un

" 
. equalh';ed record-velocity playback system and ~;>everal disadval).ti;i.ges of .this . . 

technique are now apparent. Recording a rectangular p~~;>e .results in a di£-

fere_ntial squar~ wave on playback, as is shown in, Fig. Jl-A. Also. the 

amplitu4e of freq~encies present on _the 6 db/octave portion of the playback 

curve are shifted. by any in.$tantal).eous change in. tape speed (wow and .flutter) 

resulting .in. output variations. A flat record-playback chi;lracteristic is de-

· sir.able to as high a .. frequency as possible .in order to minimize amplitu4e 

vi;i.r.iations due to. tape speed. <::hanges. 

($) . . 
P .. E. Cavanagh and D. A. Boyce, Rev. Sci. Inst. 27, 1028_(1956). 
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Fig. 11 -A 

Fig. 11-B 

Pulse to Recording Head 
5 VI em 200 t' sec I em 

Pulse from Non-equalized Velocity System 
. 2 V/cm 200 #J sec/em 

Pulse to Recording Head 
.2V/cm 200fJsec/cm 

Pulse from Equalized Velocity System 
.2V/cm 200t'sec/cm 
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Another difficulty is that a multi-channel analy~er of the Argonne 

de sign will only tolerate positive pulses so that the negative portion must be 

eliminated. Another point to be considered is that while only the positive 

portion.of the output waveform is used,_ .the negative portion rep+esents_ "dead 

. space" on. the tape so that the time per pulse is. the same as for other methods. 

Figure 11-B shows the shape of the output puhe using, the normal 

equalization of the Magnacord during record a_nd playback. The output pul~e 

is negative in _this_ case and would. require .inversion. rests have not been .. -run 

.. here of the resolution of such a system, but Baumgardner has achieved .. !. 5 

percent resolution using such a.technique .in combination with an. excellent tape 

mechanism. 

D. Waveform- Analysis 

As was pointed out in an. earl_ier section, mathematical analysis_ of 

.fixed repetition rate is straightforwc;trd while random rC!.tes are more compli-

cated. The use of an. electronic harmonic analyzer appears. to offer a .. method 

of determining the distribution for random rates. To determine possible ap-

plication, 350. microsecond pulses at a 60 cps rate were .fed. into such an 

analyzer, and _the result is plotted in Fig. 12. It compares. favor;;tbly with-. the 

.theoretical curves_ ~hown .in Fig .. 5, but adequate sensitivity was not available 

-to ~how _the proper shape at the higher-frequencies. However,_ additional 

sensitivity can. be achieved without too mu<;:h difficulty. The analyzer is a 

_ffewlett-Packard Model 300A and covers a freqlJency rate of 30. to 16, 000 

cycles per second . 

.IV. CONCLUSIONS AND Fl,JTURE PLANS 

_It is becoming_ apparent that the major limitation .in ,resolution .is 

.in the -tape itself. · If sufficient demand. could. be demonstrated, tape manu

facturers coJ.lld undoubtedly improve the eharacteristics by·better quality 
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control. At present, one mu$t check the <;:haracteristics of each roll and 

gracle- them according. to. the resol~tion possihle. Tape with excellent resolu-

. tion is not required for every application, and as an example, for cesium-137, 

a 7 percent spread from.the detector is .increased to only 7. 6 percent fora 

3 percent .instrument line width. However, the .results indicate that .it .is 

desirable to achieve the maximum possible signal to noise ratio .in order 

. to minimize spread at lower pulse heights . 

. Results using:.the mod~ator head are not yet conclus.ive, although 

they are certainly better. than.those obtained for unequalized. velocity play-

back. Best resolution for a 90 mil track velocity head was 3 .. 3 per~ent, 

whereas Z. 7 percent has. been achieved with a. 50. mil track modulator head 

used with the same tape and. tape transport. It has. been observed experi-

mentally that for constant hei~ht rectangular pulses of 400. microseconds or 

longer, the output pulse. height is reasonably independent of _the pulse- wiqth. 

However, as the pulse width is. decreased. below 400 microseconds, the out-

··put pulse begins to decrease, resulting in poorer signal to noise ratios and 

an increase in percent spread. 

Baumgardner has. suggested.the possibility of recording .a control 

sign~l on a second. chan~el oLthe tape and using .it to control the gain of nor

mal pla_Yback amplifier to correct for variations due to tape characteristics. 

Suc:::h a .. method could. correct for long_,.term variations but. probably would not 

be able to follow large amplitude short. term variations. The. use of .this .. tech-

. nique could. relax the requirements on the uniformity of tape. 

The conclusion. is being_ :7;eached. that existing .instr\lment tapes. and 

. moderate priced., tape transports can. be used . .in conjunction with stable Jow 

noise electronics . .in order to obtain very respectable resolution characteristics. 
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The results have been obtained unc;ler laboratory conditions, but ·th~re is. no 

pre!'>ent.indication that the techniql,les cannot be used.by unskilled personnel. 

Much of.the present wo.rkhas been d,irected> toward .investigation 
.- .. . 

. of .the characteristics. of tape and playback systems. This work will con-

tinl,le,. bl,lt the recording of actual scintillation counter spectra will. also 
. . 

. commence in the near futq.re. The investigation of slow speed recording 

. will be postponed until the work.on._the other. factors mentioned is completed. 

Personnel who have contribl,lted. to .the work gescribed.in_this re

port inclucie: M. E. Anderson, J. J. Brophy, G. ~M .. Burgwald, c.<M .. Groom, 

T .. T. Kikuchi,, R. M. Norton and C. A. Stone. 
\:'~;:',;· 

The results of this. investigation are recorded in. 1ARF Logbooks 

C9307 and C9304. 
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